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Let K be a field, let A be an associative, commutative K-algebra, and let D be a
nonzero K-vector space of commuting K-derivations of A. Then, with a rather
natural definition, A m D s AD becomes a Lie algebra and we obtain necessaryK
and sufficient conditions here for this Lie algebra to be simple. With one minor
exception in characteristic 2, simplicity occurs if and only if A is D-simple and
AD m D s ADD acts faithfully as derivations on A. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a field, let A be an associative, commutative K-algebra, and
let D be a nonzero K-vector space of commuting K-derivations of A. Then
the tensor product A m D s AD acts on A by way ofK
a m › : x ‹ a› x for all a, x g A , › g D .Ž .
Since A is commutative, this gives rise to a linear transformation
u : AD “ Der A : Hom A , A .Ž . Ž .K K
Furthermore, suppose a , a g A and › , › g D. Then, since › and ›1 2 1 2 1 2
commute, we obtain the equality
a › ? a › y a › ? a › s a › a › y a › a ›Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
as operators on A. Consequently, the image of u is a Lie subalgebra of
Ž .Der A . Indeed, the preceding displayed equation motivates the defini-K
w xtion of the binary operation , on AD as the K-linear extension of
w xa › , a › s a › a › y a › a › for all a , a g A , › , › g D .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
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As is well known, this yields a Lie algebra structure on AD and then u is
clearly a Lie homomorphism.
The standard example of this construction is the Witt algebra W s AD.n
w " " "xHere A s K t , t , . . . , t is the ring of Laurent polynomials in the1 2 n
variables t , t , . . . , t , and D is the K-vector space spanned by the partial1 2 n
derivatives ›r› t . More general versions of this construction have beeni
w x w x w xconsidered by Kaplansky 4 , Kawamoto 5 , Osborn 7 , D] okovic and ZhaoÂ
w x1 , and others. The goal of this paper is to look at an arbitrary A m D s AD
from a ring-theoretic point of view and to obtain necessary and sufficient
conditions for this Lie algebra to be simple.
One obvious necessary condition is that A be D-simple. This means that
A has no nontrivial D-stable ideals. Indeed, if I is a D-stable ideal of A,
then I m D s ID is clearly a Lie ideal of AD. Hence, if AD is simple, then
I must 0 or A. Note that the D-simplicity of A also forces the ring of
constant AD to have a rather nice structure.
LEMMA 1.1. If A is D-simple, then AD is a field containing K.
Proof. We know that AD is a subring of A. Furthermore, if 0 / a g AD,
then aA is a nonzero D-stable ideal of A and hence aA s A. Thus
Ž . Ž . 2a is invertible in A and, since › 1ra s y› a ra s 0, it follows that
D1ra g A .
A second necessary condition for the simplicity of AD is that this Lie
algebra act faithfully on A. Indeed, if AD is simple, then the kernel of the
Lie homomorphism u is either 0 or AD. But, in the latter case, 1D s D
acts trivially on A, contradicting its definition as a nonzero subspace of
Ž .Der A . Thus AD must act faithfully and hence so must its subspaceK
AD m D s ADD. As we see below, all that is required is this weaker
assumption. Specifically, we will prove
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a commutati¤e K-algebra and let D be a nonzero
K-¤ector space of commuting K-deri¤ations of A. Assume that either char K
/ 2 or char K s 2 and dim D G 2. Then AD s A m D is a simple LieK
algebra if and only if A is D-simple and ADD acts faithfully on A.
As is apparent, there is one missing case here. When dim D s 1, thenK
it is easy to see from Lemma 1.1 that ADD acts faithfully on A. Thus this
condition can be dropped, but when char K s 2, another condition comes
into play. Indeed, we will also show
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be a commutati¤e K-algebra and let D be a K-¤ector
space of K deri¤ations of A. Assume that char K s 2 and that dim D s 1.K
Then AD s A m D is a simple Lie algebra if and only if A is D-simple and
Ž .D A s A.
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Note that if A is a field, then A is automatically D-simple. Furthermore,
if AD s K, then ADD s D and, by assumption, D acts faithfully on A.
Thus we obtain
COROLLARY 1.4. Let A be a field extension of K and let D be a nonzero
K-¤ector space of commuting deri¤ations of A. If AD s K, then AD is a
Ž .simple Lie algebra unless char K s 2, dim D s 1, and D A / A.K
In the exceptional case, the answer can go either way, as can be seen by
the following examples. Observe that if char K s p ) 0, then all pth
powers of elements of A are constants. Consequently, A is algebraic
over AD.
LEMMA 1.5. Let K be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and let x , x , x , . . .0 1 2
be elements which are algebraically independent o¤er K.
Ž . Ž .i If A is the finitely generated field A s K x , x , . . . , x and if › is0 1 n
Ž . Ž .the deri¤ation of A defined by › x s 1 and › x s x for 1 F i F n,0 i iy1
then › is not onto. In particular, if p s 2 and D s K› , then AD is not
simple.
Ž . Ž .ii If A is the infinitely generated field A s K x , x , x , . . . and if ›0 1 2
Ž . Ž .is the deri¤ation of A defined by › x s 1 and › x s x for i G 1, then0 i iy1
› is onto. Thus, if p s 2 and D s K› , then AD is a simple Lie algebra.
Ž . D Ž D .Proof. i Since A is algebraic over A = K, we have A: A - ‘.
Furthermore, › is an AD-linear transformation which is not one-to-one.
Hence › is not onto and Theorem 1.3 yields the result when char K s 2.
Ž . D Dwii Again, A is algebraic over A = K and hence A s A x ,0
xx , x , . . . . With this, it is clear that › is a locally nilpotent operator on A.1 2
Furthermore, since 1 g A is infinitely integrable, repeated integration by
Ž . ‘ Ž .m mŽ .parts shows that › is onto. Indeed, if n a s Ý y x › a , thenms 0 m
Ž .›n a s a for all a g A. As above, Theorem 1.3 yields the result on the
characteristic 2 example.
We thank Jim Osterburg for suggesting the use of integration by parts
w xhere. Alternatively, we could have used the methods of 6 to construct
epimorphic derivations of fields. Finally, we indicate how these results
w xrelate to the work of 5 and others.
w xTo start with, let G be a multiplicative abelian group and let A s K G
Ž q.be the group algebra of G over K. If l g Hom G, K , then l gives rise
to a K-linear operator la: A “ A defined by la: Ý k g ‹g g G g
Ž . a Ž .Ý k l g g. It is easy to verify that l g Der A and that l / 0g g G g K
implies that la / 0. In particular, if L is a nonzero K-subspace of
Ž q. a Ž .Hom G, K , the L s D is a nonzero K-subspace of Der A which isK
easily seen to consist of commuting derivations. Thus, it makes sense to
consider the Lie algebra AD.
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L  < Ž . 4For convenience, we write G s g g G l g s 0 for all l g L . Then
GL is certainly a subgroup of G and GrGL is isomorphic to a subgroup of
Ž . q La complete direct product of copies of K . Thus, GrG is torsion-free
abelian if char K s 0 and it is an elementary abelian p-group if char K s p
w x) 0. The following result generalizes 5, Corollary 3.2 .
w xCOROLLARY 1.6. Let G be a multiplicati¤e abelian group, let A s K G ,
Ž q. aand let L be a nonzero K-subspace of Hom G, K . Then D s L is a
nonzero K-¤ector space of commuting deri¤ations of A and A m D s AD is a
L ² :simple Lie algebra if and only if G s 1 and dim L G 2 when char K s 2.K
D w xD w L xProof. It is clear that A s K G s K G .
If AD is simple, then A is D-simple and hence, by Lemma 1.1,
D w L xA s K G is a field. But group algebras have augmentation ideals, so
w L x L ² : aK G is a field if and only if G s 1 . Furthermore, if l g L, then l :
Ž .A “ A cannot be onto since l 1 s 0. Hence, if char K s 2, then we must
have dim L s dim D G 2.K K
L ² :Conversely, suppose G s 1 and that dim L s dim D G 2 whenK K
D w L x Dchar K s 2. Then A s K G s K, so certainly A D s D acts faithfully
on A. Furthermore, suppose I / 0 is a D-stable ideal of A and let a be a
nonzero element of I of minimal support size. By replacing a by ga if
aŽ .necessary, we can assume that 1 g supp a . But then l a g I has
Ž . aŽ .smaller support since l 1 s 0, so l a s 0 for all l g L. Hence a g
AD s K, so a is a unit and I s A. We conclude that A is D-simple and
the result now follows from Theorem 1.2.
A more general framework for such examples is as follows. Again, let G
be a multiplicative abelian group and let A s [Ý A be a commuta-g g G g
tive G-graded K-algebra. Thus, each A is a K-subspace of A, A A : Ag x y x y
for all x, y g G, and 1 g A . For convenience, we say that A is annihila-1
tor-free if ann A y1 s 0 for all g g G. In particular, this holds if A sA gg
w x y1A G is an ordinary group algebra since each A contains a unit. It, of1 g
course, also holds when A is a domain and all components A areg
nonzero.
COROLLARY 1.7. Let G be a multiplicati¤e abelian group and let A s
[Ý A be an annihilator-free, G-graded commutati¤e K-algebra. Sup-g g G g
pose that D is a nonzero K-¤ector space of commuting deri¤ations of A and
that D stabilizes each A .g
Ž . Di A is D-simple if and only if A is D-simple and A is a field.1
Ž .ii Assume that either char K / 2 or char K s 2 and dim D G 2. IfK
A m D s A D is Lie simple and AD s AD, then A m D s AD is Lie simple.1 1 1
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Ž .Proof. i Suppose first that A is D-simple. Then, by Lemma 1.1, we
know that AD is a field. Also if J is a D-stable ideal of A , then it is clear1
that JA is a D-stable ideal of A and hence JA s 0 or A. Since the
G-graded structure A s [Ý A implies that JA l A s J, we con-g g G g 1
clude that J s 0 or A , as required.1
Conversely, suppose that A is D-simple and that AD is a field. Let I be1
a nonzero D-stable ideal of A and let a s Ý a g Ý A be ag g G g g g G g
nonzero element of I of minimal support size. If a / 0, then a fx x
ann A y1 s 0, so there exists an element b y1 g A y1 with 0 / a b y1 gA x x x x xx
A . Replacing a by ab y1 g I if necessary, we can now assume that a / 0.1 x 1
Let S denote the support of a and let
<J s c g A c s c g I .Ý1 1 g½ 5
ggS
Then it is clear that J is a nonzero ideal of A and that J is D-stable since1
each A is D-stable. But A is D-simple, so J s A and we can nowg 1 1
Ž .choose c g I, as above, with c s 1. Finally, if › g D, then › c g I.1
Ž . Ž .Moreover, the support of › c is properly smaller than S since › 1 s 0.
Ž .Thus the minimal nature of S implies that › c s 0. Indeed, since this is
true for all such › , we have 0 / c g I l AD. But AD is a field, so c is a
unit in A and consequently I s A.
Ž .ii Since A m D s A D is Lie-simple, Theorem 1.2 implies that1 1
ADD acts faithfully on A and that A is D-simple. In particular, AD is a1 1 1 1
field by Lemma 1.1. But AD s AD, by assumption, so AD is a field. It now1
Ž . D Dfollows from i above that A is D-simple. Finally, A D s A D acts1
faithfully on A , so ADD acts faithfully on A. With this, Theorem 1.21
yields the result.
w xExamples of this nature appear in 2, 3 and are special cases of the
following more general construction. Let B be any commutative, associa-
tive K-algebra and let D be a K-vector space of commuting derivations of
B. If G is any additive subgroup of B, then by taking formal exponentials,
G  g < 4we obtain the multiplicative group G s e s e g g G . Now let A s
w xB G be the group algebra of G over B, and extend the action of D to A
by defining
› be g s › b q b› g e g for all b g B , g g G , › g D .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Then it is easy to see that D is now a K-vector space of commuting
derivations of A. Furthermore, we say that B and G s e G are disjoint if B
contains no element which behaves like e g with 0 / g g G. Since a s e g
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Ž . Ž .satisfies › a s › g a for all › g D, the precise disjointness condition
Ž . Ž .here is that if b g B and g g G satisfy › b s › g b for all › g D, then
either b s 0 or g s 0.
COROLLARY 1.8. Let B, D, and G be as abo¤e, with B and G s e G
w x w G xdisjoint, and set A s B G s B e . If BD is Lie simple and if either
char K / 2 or char K s 2 and dim D G 2, then AD is also Lie simple.K
Ž . D DProof. In view of Corollary 1.7 ii , it suffices to show that A s B . To
this end, let a s Ý b e g g AD. Since D stabilizes each component Be g,g g G g
Ž g . Ž Ž . Ž .. g Ž .it follows that 0 s › b e s › b q b › g e , and hence › b sg g g g
Ž .› yg b for all › g D. But yg g G, so disjointness implies that eitherg
b s 0 or g s 0. In other words, a s b e0 s b g BD and the resultg 0 0
follows.
Finally, suppose that K is the field of real or complex numbers, that B
is a ring of infinitely differentiable functions in the variables x , x , . . . ,1 2
and that D is the K-linear span of the partial derivatives ›r› x fori
i s 1, 2, . . . , . Then, by viewing the formal exponentials as ordinary expo-
w xnential functions, we obtain an algebra homomorphism from A s B G
into the ring of infinitely differentiable functions in x , x , . . . . But the1 2
kernel of this map is surely a D-stable ideal of A, so since A is D-simple in
the above situation, it follows that A is naturally isomorphic to the ring of
Ž .functions generated by B and exp G .
2. PROOFS
In this section, we prove the sufficiency part of the main theorems.
Thus, we assume throughout that A is a commutative, associative K-alge-
bra and that D is a nonzero K-vector space of commuting K-derivations of
Ž . Ž . DA. Furthermore, we suppose that i A is D-simple and that ii A D acts
faithfully on A. Finally, we let L be a nonzero Lie ideal of A m D s AD.
In view of Lemma 1.1, we know that AD is a field extension of K.
If V is a K-subspace of A, then the sum of all ideals of A contained in
V is the unique largest ideal of A contained in V. In particular, the ideal I
Ž .mentioned in part i of the following lemma always exists.
LEMMA 2.1. Let V be a D-stable, K-subspace of A.
Ž .i If I is the largest ideal of A contained in V, then I is D-stable. In
particular, if V contains a nonzero ideal, then V s A.
Ž .ii VA is a D-stable ideal of A. Thus V / 0 implies that VA s A.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Let › g D. Then I q › I : V and I q › I 1 A since,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all a g A and x g I, we have a› x s y› a x q › ax g I q › I .
Ž .Thus I q › I : I by the maximal nature of I, and hence I is D-stable.
Finally, if V contains a nonzero ideal, then I is a nonzero D-stable ideal of
A. But A is D-simple, so I s A and therefore V s A.
Ž .ii Certainly VA 1 A and VA is D-stable since both V and A are
D-stable. In particular, if V / 0, then the D-simplicity of A implies that
VA s A.
Such subspaces V are of interest because of
LEMMA 2.2. Let › , › , . . . , › be K-linearly independent elements of D1 2 n
and let V be the set of all elements a g A such that there exists a s a › q1 1
a › q ??? qa › g L with a s a . Then V is a D-stable, K-subspace of A.2 2 n n n
Proof. Since L is a K subspace of AD, it is clear that V is a
Ž .K-subspace of A. Furthermore, if › g D, then 1› g AD, and › a › q1 1
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .› a › q ??? q› a › s 1› , a g L since L 1 AD. Thus › a s › a2 2 n n n
g V and V is D-stable.
It is now a simple matter to prove
PROPOSITION 2.3. AD acts faithfully on A.
Proof. Let L 1 AD be the kernel of AD on A and assume, by way of
contradiction, that L / 0. Then we can let n G 1 be the minimal support
size of a nonzero element of L. In other words, there exist linearly
independent elements › , › , . . . , › in D with L l Ýn A› / 0 and such1 2 n is1 i
that all nonzero elements in this intersection have all their A-coefficients
nonzero. Let V be defined as in Lemma 2.2. Then V is a nonzero D-stable,
K-subspace of A. Furthermore, the nature of the action of AD on A
implies that AL : L and hence AV : V. Thus V 1 A and, since A is
D-simple, we have V s A. In particular, 1 g V and we can find a s a ›1 1
Ž . Ž .q a › q ??? qa › g L with a s 1. If › g D, then › a › q › a ›2 2 n n n 1 1 2 2
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .q ??? q› a › s 1› , a g L since › a s › 1 s 0. Thus the min-ny1 ny1 n
Ž .imality of n implies that › a s 0 for all i and all › g D. In other words,i
a g AD for all i, and a g ADD. But, by assumption, ADD acts faithfully oni
A, so we have the required contradiction. We conclude, therefore, that
L s 0 and hence that AD acts faithfully on A.
Recall that L is a fixed nonzero Lie ideal of AD. As a consequence of
the above, we obtain
LEMMA 2.4. If › is a fixed nonzero element of D, then L l A› / 0.
Proof. Since L / 0, we can choose n G 1 minimal so that there exist
linearly independent elements › , › , . . . , › g D with › s › and L l1 2 n 1
Ýn A› / 0. The goal is to show that n s 1. Thus suppose that n G 2is1 i
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and let V be defined as in Lemma 2.2. Then V is a D-stable, K-subspace
of A and the minimality of n implies that V / 0.
Let a s Ýn a › be a nonzero element of L l Ýn A› . If x g A,is1 i i is1 i
w xthen a , x› g L and it is clear that this element has support in1
 4 w x n Ž .› , › , . . . , › . Thus we can write a , x› s Ý c x › . The most com-1 2 n 1 is1 i i
Ž . Ž . n Ž .plicated coefficient is that of › . Specially, c x s yx› a q Ý a › x1 1 1 1 is1 i i
Ž . Ž .and consequently c A / 0. Indeed, if c A s 0, then x s 1 implies that1 1
Ž . Ž . n Ž . Ž .› a s 0 and hence 0 s c x s Ý a › x s a x . In other words, a1 1 1 is1 i i
acts trivially on A, so a s 0 by Proposition 2.3, a contradiction.
w xWe have therefore shown that a , x› is not identically 0, so the1
Ž . Ž . Ž .minimal nature of n G 2 implies that c A / 0. Here c x s yx› a ,n n 1 n
Ž . Ž .so › a / 0 and V contains the nonzero ideal A› a . It now follows1 n 1 n
Ž .from Lemma 2.1 i that V s A. But then we could have chosen a so that
Ž .a s 1 and hence › a s 0, a contradiction. Thus n s 1 and 0 / L ln 1 n
A› s L l A› , as required.1
With this result in hand, we expect the main theorems to follow quite
easily and this is indeed the case. We begin with char K / 2.
LEMMA 2.5. Let char K / 2. If › is any nonzero element of D, then
L = A› . Thus L s AD and AD is a simple Lie algebra.
 < 4Proof. Let V s a g A a› g L . Then, by Lemma 2.2, V is a D-stable,
K-subspace of A. Furthermore, Lemma 2.4 implies that V / 0. If ¤ g V
w Ž . Ž .x w xand y g A, then ¤› y y y› ¤ › s ¤› , y› g L, so
2¤› y y › ¤y s ¤› y y y› ¤ g V for all ¤ g V , y g A. 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
In particular, replacing y by ¤y, we have
¤ 2› y g V for all ¤ g V , y g A. 2Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž .Fix a g V and b g A. Then, by Eq. 2 , we have a › b g V. Also
Ž 2 . Ž . 2 Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .› b r2 s › b b, so a › b b g V. Using ¤ s a › b and y s bx in 1 , we
get
2 a2› b › bx y › a2› b bx g V for all x g A. 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 Ž . Ž .Similarly, if we use ¤ s a › b b and y s x in 1 , we get
2 a2› b b› x y › a2› b bx g V for all x g A. 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Next, we subtract expression 4 from expression 3 to obtain
22 22 a › b › bx y b› x s 2 a › b x g V for all x g A.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 Ž .2In other words, V = a › b A for all a g V, b g A.
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2 Ž .2It remains to show that we can choose suitable a and b with a › b / 0.
Ž .To this end, note that V / 0 so VA s A by Lemma 2.1 ii . Similarly,
Ž .› A / 0 and this is a D-stable, K-subspace of A since the derivations in
Ž . Ž .D commute. Thus › A A s A by Lemma 2.1 ii again, and hence A s VA
Ž . Ž .? › A A s V› A A. It follows that not all generators of this ideal can be
Ž . Ž . Ž .nilpotent. Thus there exist a g V and › b g › A with a› b not nilpo-
2 Ž .2 2 Ž .2tent. In particular, a › b / 0, so V contains the nonzero ideal a › b A.
Ž .By Lemma 2.1 i , we conclude that V s A, as required.
This, of course, yields Theorem 1.2 when char K / 2, so it remains to
consider fields of characteristic 2. In this situation, all the minus signs in
the formulas become plus.
LEMMA 2.6. Let › and › be linearly independent elements of D.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If › a / 0, then there exists b g A with › a › b q › a › b1 1 2 2 1
/ 0.
Ž .ii The composition › › is not zero.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Since › a / 0, we see that a s › a › q › a › is a1 1 2 2 1
nonzero element of AD. Thus, since AD acts faithfully on A by Proposi-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tion 2.3, there exists b g A with › a › b q › a › b s a b / 0.1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .ii Since › / 0, we can choose a g A with › a / 0 and let b g A1 1
Ž .be given by part i above. Then
› › ab s › a › b q › a › b q › › a ? b q a ? › › b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .But › a › b q › a › b / 0, so it follows that › › x / 0 for x s a1 2 2 1 1 2
or b or ab. Thus › › / 0.1 2
Recall that L is a fixed nonzero Lie ideal of AD.
LEMMA 2.7. Let char K s 2 and let › be a nonzero element of D. Then
Ž . w xL l A› = › A › s A› , A› . In particular, if dim D s 1, then AD isK
Ž .simple if and only if D A s A.
Proof. Say L l A› s V› . Then it follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4
that V is a nonzero D-stable, K-subspace of A. Hence VA s A by Lemma
Ž .2.1 ii . Now if a, b g A, then
w xa› , b› s a› b q b› a › s › ab › .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w x Ž . w xThus A› , A› s › A › . Also, if a g V and b g A, then a› , b› g L, so
Ž . Ž . Ž .the above implies that › ab g V. In other words, V = › VA s › A , so
the first part is proved.
Ž . Ž .Finally, suppose D s K› is one-dimensional so that D A s › A . If
Ž .› A s A, then the above implies that L = A› s AD and AD is simple.
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Ž . w xConversely, if › A is properly smaller than A, then A› , A› is a
nonzero ideal of A› properly smaller than A› and hence A› s AD is not
simple.
If › / 0, then it is clear that AD› acts faithfully on A. Thus the
preceding result proves Theorem 1.3. It therefore remains to consider the
case where char K s 2 and dim D G 2. To start with, we needK
w xLEMMA 2.8. If char K s 2, then L = AD, AD .
Proof. Fix 0 / › g D. Let › g D_ K› and let V be the set of › -1 1
Ž . Ž .coefficients in L l A› q A› . By Lemma 2.6 ii , there exists an element1
Ž . Ž .a g A with ›› a / 0 and set b s › a . Then b› g L l A› by Lemma1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . w x2.7, so for all x g A we have b› x › q x› b › s x› , b› g L. In other1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .words, V contains the ideal A› b and note that › b s ›› a / 0. We1
Ž .conclude from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 i that V s A and this clearly implies
that A› q L = A› . Since the latter inclusion holds for all such › , it1 1
Ž .follows that A› q L s AD. Hence ADrL ( A›r A› l L and the latter
Lie algebra is abelian by Lemma 2.7.
Finally, we can prove
LEMMA 2.9. Let char K s 2 and dim D G 2. If › is a nonzero elementK
of D, then L l A› s A› . In particular, L s AD and AD is a simple Lie
algebra.
Proof. Since dim D G 2, we can choose › g D_ K› . Let a, x g A.1
w xSince L = AD, AD by Lemma 2.8, it follows that L contains
w x w xa› , x› q 1› , ax› s x› a › q a› x › q › ax ›Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
s x› a › q x› a › .Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž .In particular, replacing x by x› b for some b g A, we see that L
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .contains the element x› a › b › q x› a › b › . Furthermore, by inter-1 1
changing a and b and by adding the two expressions, we conclude that L
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..contains x › a › b q › a › b › . Now › and › are linearly indepen-1 1 1
Ž .dent, so Lemma 2.6 i implies that we can choose a and b with c s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .› a › b q › a › b / 0. Thus L l A› = Ac › and, since Ac is a1 1
Ž .nonzero ideal of A, it follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 i that L l A› s
A› . In particular, since this is true for all such › , we conclude that
L s AD and hence that AD is a simple Lie algebra.
Obviously, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.9 combine to yield Theorem 1.2.
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